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H-INSTANTON BUNDLES ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL POLARIZED
PROJECTIVE VARIETIES
V. ANTONELLI, F. MALASPINA
Abstract. We propose a notion of instanton bundle (called H-instanton bundle) on any
projective variety of dimension three polarized by a very ample divisor H, that naturally
generalizes the ones on P3 and on the flag threefold F (0, 1, 2). We discuss the cases of
Veronese, Fano and complete intersection Calabi-Yau threefolds. Then we deal with H-
instanton bundles E on three-dimensional rational normal scrolls S(a0, a1, a2). We give
a monadic description of H-instanton bundles and we prove the existence of µ-stable
H-instanton bundles on S(a0, a1, a2) for any admissible charge k = c2(E)H. Then we
deal in more detail with S(a, a, b) and S(a0, a1, a2) with a0 + a1 > a2 and even degree.
Finally we describe a nice component of the moduli space of µ-stable bundles whose
points represent H-instantons.
1. Introduction
Mathematical instanton bundles on P3 arose as the algebraic counterpart to the (anti)self-
dual connections which are solutions to the Yang-Mills equations on S4. The link between
these two apparently distant objects was achieved through twistor theory, as it was developed
by R. Penrose. Indeed P3 is the twistor space of S4. Prompted by this fact, mathematical
instanton bundles on P3 have been the object of study for the last three decades, becoming
one of the milestones in algebraic geometry. An instanton bundle on P3 is a stable rank two
bundle E with c1(E) = 0 and satisfying the so called instantonic condition
h1(P3, E(−2)) = 0.
In [20] (see also [30] in the case of index two and [35] for the case of the del Pezzo threefold
of degree 5) is given the following definition of instanton bundle on Fano threefold X with
Picard number one: let us write the canonical divisor of (X,HX) as ωX = −(2qX + rX)HX
where qX ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ rX ≤ 1, then an instanton bundle E on X is a µ-stable rank two
vector bundle with c1(E) = −rX (hence normalized) and
H1(X, E(−qX)) = 0.
So G = E(−qX) satisfies G ∼= G∨ ⊗ ωX and by Serre duality H1(X,G) = H2(X,G) = 0.
Apart from this definition there have been several attempts to generalize instanton bun-
dles to Fano varieties of higher Picard number. In [31] the authors gave the following
definition of instanton bundle over the Flag variety F (0, 1, 2): a rank two vector bundle E
on the Fano threefold F (0, 1, 2) is an instanton bundle of charge k if the following properties
hold:
• c1(E) = 0, c2(E) = kh1h2;
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• h0(E) = 0 and E is µ-semistable;
• h1(X, E(−HX)) = 0;
This definition has been adapted in [2], [10] and [11] to other examples of Fano threefolds
with Picard number higher than one.
In order to introduce a notion of instanton bundles related to the previous ones on any
polarized projective threefold (X,HX) we do not give conditions depending on the index,
but depending only on the polarization HX . In light of this, we give the following definition:
Definition 1.1. Let (X , HX) be a polarized projective variety of dimension three and let
KX be the canonical divisor. A rank two vector bundle E on X is an H-instanton bundle
of charge k if the following properties hold:
• c1(E) = 2HX +KX and deg(c2(E)) = k;
• h0(X, E) = 0 and E is µ-semistable;
• h1(X, E(−HX)) = 0;
In Section 2 we will relate Definition 1.1 with the usual definitions on P3 and on other
Fano threefolds.
Notice that when rkPic(X) = 1, except for isolated case E ∼= O⊕2
P3
on P3, the conditions
h0(X, E) = 0 and E is µ-semistable coincide and they are equivalent to the µ-stability.
However when the Picard number is higher than one this is no longer true. For instance on
F (0, 1, 2) it is natural to consider strictly µ-semistable bundles (see [15] and [31] Remark
2.2.). It is also possible to find bundles with H0(X, E) 6= 0 but satisfying all the other
instantonic conditions (see [31, Theorem 4.2] for F (0, 1, 2) or [2, Theorem 2.9] for P1×P1×
P1). On [2, Remark 2.10] it is also given an example of a vector bundle satisfying all the
conditions of Definition 1.1 but the µ-semistability.
Furthermore it is of great interest the connection between H-instantons and Ulrich bun-
dles (even in higher rank cases, see [14]). Indeed Definition 1.1 is related to the notion
of Ulrich bundle i.e. a vector bundle E such that hi(X, EX(tHX)) = 0 for any i and
−1 ≤ t ≤ − dim(X). In fact any H-instanton bundles satisfies hi(X, E(−HX)) = 0 for
any i, h0(X, E) = h3(X, E(−2H)) = 0 and χ(E) = χ(E(−2HX)). In many cases (for in-
stance on any Fano threefold with Picard number one by [20, Lemma 1.1], in F (0, 1, 2) or
in P1 × P1 × P1) it is possible to prove that h2(X, E) = 0. Thanks to Riemann-Roch this
gives us the notion of minimal charge, namely the minimal value of the degree of c2(E) such
that χ(E) = −h1(X, E) ≤ 0. In this case E(HX) turns out to be an Ulrich bundle. When
the Picard number is one all the Ulrich bundles are H-instanton bundles twisted by HX . Of
course if (X,OX(HX)) does not support any rank two Ulrich bundle (for instance a general
hypersurface of degree at least six in P4 see [29]), we may conclude that there cannot exists
an H-instanton of minimal charge. In general, regardless of the Picard number, if X sup-
ports special rank two Ulrich bundles F (i.e. det(F) = 4HX +KX) then such bundles are
H-instanton bundles twisted by HX .
On the two Fano therefold with index two and Picard number two all the instanton
bundle with minimal degree of c2(E) is a twist of an Ulrich bundle (see [31] and [10]). If
E is an instanton bundle on a Fano therefold X with index two and Picard number one
we have h1(X, E) = c2(E) − 2 and h0(X, E) = h2(X, E) = h3(X, E) = 0 (see Section 3
of [20]). So when the charge is minimal, namely c2(E) = 2, by Serre duality we have
hi(X, E) = hi(X, E(−1)) = hi(X, E(−2)) = 0 for any i so E is Ulrich up to a twist. On the
three-dimensional quadric (the only case of index three) the instanton bundle of minimal
charge is the spinor bundle which is Ulrich (see also [13] for instanton bundles on smooth
hyperquadrics).
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In this paper, after some discussion about the relation between classical instanton bun-
dles and H-instanton bundles in particular for the cases of Veronese, Fano and complete
intersection Calabi-Yau threefolds, we focus our attention to three-dimensional rational nor-
mal scrolls S. Firstly, in Theorems 4.5, 4.6 and 4.8 we give a monadic description of each
H-instanton bundle (which can be considered as the analog of the monads on P3) and we
characterize the H-instantons E such that c2(E) = kHF (i.e. the second Chern class is
concentrated in a single degree) showing that they are always realized as an extension of
suitable line bundles.
After this, we deal with the existence of H-instanton bundles and the description of their
moduli spaces. The locus of such stable bundles with a given c2 is an open subspace of the
moduli space of stable rank two vector bundles bundles with those invariants. For a large
family of Fano threefolds with Picard number one, in [20, Theorem A] the author proves
that the moduli spaces of instanton bundles has a generically smooth irreducible component.
An analogous result has been obtained for other Fano threefolds with higher Picard number
[2, 10, 11, 31]. In the case of P3, it has been proved that the moduli space of instanton
bundles is affine [12], irreducible [36, 37] and smooth [27]. The rationality is still an open
problem in general, being settled only for low charges [5, 23, 19, 28].
In the case of three-dimensional rational normal scrolls S, starting from the minimal
charge case which is represented by Ulrich bundles on S, we are able to prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let S = S(a0, a1, a2) be a rational normal scroll of degree c. Then for every
α ≥ 1− c there exists a µ-stable H-instanton bundle E with c2(E) = H2 + αHF and charge
k = α+ c such that
Ext1X(E , E) = 6(c− 1 + α), Ext
2
X(E , E) = Ext
3
X(E , E) = 0
and such that E is generically trivial on lines.
In particular there exists, inside the moduli space MI(H2+αHF ) of H-instanton bundles
with c2(E) = H2 + αHF , a generically smooth, irreducible component of dimension 6(c −
1 + α).
In particular this prove the existence of H-instanton bundles for every admissible charge.
Notice that in the general case we require that the coefficient of H2 is equal to one. The
strategy of the proof consist of applying subsequent elementary transformations along a line
in the fiber and deforming the torsion free sheaf obtained to a locally free sheaf. The starting
point of this process is the unique, µ-stable, (twisted) rank two Ulrich bundle ΩS|P1(H−F ),
showing once more the strong connection between Ulrich and H-instanton bundles.
In the remaining part of the work we deal with the existence of H-instanton bundles with
c2(E) = k1H2+k2HF and k1 arbitrarly high. In order to do so, we need to restrict ourselves
to some (infinite) subfamilies of rational normal scrolls.
Theorem 1.3. Let S be a rational normal scroll either of the form S(a, a, b) with b ≤ a+1
(resp. S(a0, a1, a2) with a0 + a1 > a2 and a0 + a1 + a2 = 2t). Then for any k1 ≥ 0 and
k2 ≥ 1 − ck1 + a(k1 − 1) (resp. k2 ≥ 1 − ck1 + b0(k1 + 1)) there exists a µ-stable instanton
bundle with c2(E) = k1H2+k2HF which is generically trivial on lines in the fibers and such
that
Ext1X(E , E) = 2 (c− 5 + 2k1(c+ 1) + 3k2) , Ext
2
X(E , E) = Ext
3
X(E , E) = 0.
In particular there exists, inside the moduli space MI(k1H
2 + k2HF ) of instanton bun-
dles with c2(E) = k1H2 + k2HF , a generically smooth, irreducible component of dimension
2 (c− 5 + 2k1(c+ 1) + 3k2).
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The proof of this theorem is obtained combining two different powerful techniques. The
first step is to construct some suitable vector bundles using the Serre’s correspondence
between rank two vector bundles and one-dimensional subschemes on S. Indeed the main
reason on the restrictions imposed on S is to ensure the existence of suitable disjoint families
of rational curves.
The second step is to use the strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.2. The crucial difference
is that the base case of the subsequential elementary transformations is given by the vector
bundles constructed via Serre’s correspondence in step one.
As one can expect, the geometry of S strongly depends on the invariants ai. For this
reason we treat separately the case a0 = a1 (Section 6) and the case a0 + a1 > a2 and
a0 + a1 + a2 = 2t (Section 7). In the first case, the condition on the ai’s guarantee the
existence of a two-dimensional subvariety isomorphic to P1×P1. In the second case, although
the conditions seem a little curious, they are strongly related to the form of the general
hyperplane section of the rational normal scroll.
Acknowledgements: The authors want to thank C. Casagrande, G. Casnati, S. March-
esi and J. Pons-Llopis for the helpful discussions.
2. H-instantons and classical instantons
In this section we present some general results about H-instanton, relating them with the
previous notions cited in the Introduction.
Let us recall that every instanton bundle F with c2(F) = k on P3 is the cohomology of
a linear monad of the form
(2.1) 0→ OP3(−1)
⊕k α−→ O⊕2k+2
P3
β
−→ OP3(1)
⊕k → 0.
Conversely every rank two vector bundle defined as the cohomology of this monad is stable,
has c1(F) = 0, c2(F) = k and h1(P3,F(−2)) = 0; hence it is an instanton bundle. There is
a second monad that characterize instanton bundle F with c2(F) = k on P3:
0→ OP3(−1)
⊕k α−→ ΩP3(1)
⊕k β−→ O⊕2k−2
P3
→ 0.
Now let us consider Definition 1.1. We deal with the relation between H-instanton and
classical instanton bundles on P3.
• On (P3,O
P3
(2)) the H-instanton bundles coincide with the classical instanton bun-
dles.
• On (P3,O
P3
(1)) if F is a classical instanton bundle then E ∼= F(−1) is an H-
instanton bundle, conversely if E is an H-instanton bundle then F ∼= E(1) is a
classical instanton bundle if and only if E ≇ O
P3
(−1) ⊕ O
P3
(−1). Indeed if H =
O
P3
(1), then we get c1(E) = −2 and h1(P3, E(−H)) = 0. So we have that F ∼= E(1)
is an instanton bundle in the usual sense with only difference being that H0(P3,F)
could be non zero. By Ferrand’s Remark [33, Remark II.3.4], the only strictly µ-
semistable rank two vector bundle on P3 with c1(E) = −2 and h
1(P3, E(−1)) = 0
is OP3(−1)
⊕2. Then we can conclude that the only strictly µ-semistable case is
the case of minimal charge OP3(−1)
⊕2 which is Ulrich up to twist. All the other
H-instanton bundles coincides with usual ones twisted by OP3(−1).
• On (P3,OP3(d)) with d ≥ 2 the situation is slightly different. If E is an H-instanton
bundle, F = E(−d + 2) is a classical instanton bundle with extra condition that
h0(P3,F(d − 2)) = 0. Since h2(P3,F(d − 2)) = h1(P3,F(−d − 2)) = 0, in order
to have h0(P3,F(d − 2)) = 0 we must have χ(F(d − 2)) ≤ 0. By a Riemann Roch
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computation
χ(F (d− 2)) =
1
3
d(d − 1)(d+ 1)− d(d− 2)2 − dc2(F ) ≤ 0,
and thus we obtain
c2(F ) ≥
1
3
(d− 1)(d+ 1).
Hence, by [24] there exist rank two bundles F with natural cohomology and in
particular with h1(E) = −χ(E) and such that E has no global sections if
c2(E) = k = c2(F) + (d− 2)
2 ≥
1
3
(d− 1)(d+ 1) + (d− 2)2.
We conclude that theH-instanton bundles E have charge k ≥ 13 (d−1)(d+1)+(d−2)
2
and arise from a monad
(2.2) 0→ OP3(d− 3)
⊕k−(d−2)2 → OP3(d− 2)
⊕2(k−(d−2)2)+2 → OP3(d− 1)
⊕k−(d−2)2 → 0.
If d 6= 3m the minimal charge is reached and all the rank two Ulrich bundles are
H-instanton bundles tensored by OP3(d). In the case d = 3m the non-existence of
Ulrich bundles was proved in [18].
In the case of Fano threefolds X with index two or three and Picard number one, the
definition of H-instanton bundle coincide with the one given in [20].
The case of index one is much more complicated. Considering the definition in Section
4 of [20] an instanton bundle F has c1(F) = −1 and h1(X,F) = 0. So E = F(1) is a
H-instanton bundle if h0(X,F(1)) = 0. Notice that c2(F) = c2(E) and by Riemann Roch
χ(E) =
1
3
(
2gX − 2− 3c2(E) + gX + 11
)
.
Thanks to the extra condition h0(X, E) = 0 we get χ(E) = −h1(X, E) ≤ 0, thus c2(E) ≥
gX + 3.
In [20] the author proves that the moduli space of instanton bundles is non empty when
c2(F) = k >
gX
2 − 1 but the H-instanton bundles exist only when k ≥ gX +3. In particular
for gX = 12 in [20] is given a monad for any k ≥ 8. The same monad tensored by OX(1)
produces also H-instanton bundles but only for k ≥ 15. In this way the minimal charge
correspond to a twist of an Ulrich bundle, thus also in the case of Fano threefold of index
one and Picard one we have a strong analogy with the case of higher index described above.
Let us conclude this section with some remarks on a non-Fano threefold. Consider a
general quintic hypersurface X of P4 which is a Calabi-Yau threefold. An H-instanton
bundle E on (X,OX(1)) must have c1(E) = 2. By a Riemann Roch computation
χ(E) = 15− deg(c2(E)) ≤ 0
so we get deg(c2(E)) ≥ 15. Then E must have deg(c2(E)) = 5k with k ≥ 3. In [6] Beauville
showed the existence of rank two Ulrich bundles F on X with h0(X,F(−1)) = 0, c1(F) = 4
and deg(c2(F)) = 30. Notice that c1(F(−1)) = 2, deg(c2(F(−1)) = 15 so E = F(−1) is an
H-instanton bundle of minimal charge on X .
Moreover let us consider an H-instanton bundle E on the Veronese threefold (P3,O
P3
(3)).
Notice that c1(E) = 2, c2(E) ≥ 8/3 + 1 > 3 and H0(E) = H1(E(−1)) = 0. Now let
f be a degree 5 finite map from P3 to X obtained as the projection from a point. We
get c1(f
∗E) = 2, deg(c2(f∗E)) = 5c2(E) ≥ 20 and by projection formula H0(X, f∗E) =
H1(X, f∗E(−1)) = 0. We may conclude that f∗E is an H-instanton bundle of charge 5k
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with k ≥ 4. The pullback of the monad 2.2 with d = 3 is a monad whose cohomology is
exacly f∗E :
0→ O⊕k−1X → OX(1)
⊕2k → OX(2)
⊕k−1 → 0.
In the way we have showed the existence ofH-instanton bundles onX for every admissible
charge. The same construction can be repeated verbatim on the other complete intersection
Calabi-Yau threefolds: the intersection X3,3 ⊂ P5 of two cubics, the intersection X2,4 ⊂ P5
of a quadric and a quartic, the intersection X2,2,3 ⊂ P6 of two quadrics and a cubic, and the
intersection X2,2,2,2 ⊂ P7 of four quadrics.
In the next sections our main characters will be rational normal scrolls of dimension three.
3. Rational normal scrolls of dimension three
Let S = S(a0, a1, a2) be a smooth rational normal scroll of dimension three over an
algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. S is the image of P(D) via the morphism
defined by OP(D)(1), where D ∼= ⊕
2
i=0OP1(ai) is a vector bundle of rank 3 on P
1 with
0 < a0 ≤ a1 ≤ a2. Letting pi : P(D) → P1 be the projection, we may denote by H and F ,
the hyperplane section corresponding to OP(D)(1) and the fibre corresponding to pi
∗OP1(1),
respectively.
These variety have a rather nice geometric description. In PN let us take three comple-
mentary linear subspaces Λ0, Λ1 and Λ2 of dimension a0, a1 and a2 respectively. In each
Λi consider a rational normal curve Ci of degree ai and choose isomorphisms ϕi : P
1 → Ci.
Then we can describe the variety S(a0, a1, a2) as
S(a0, a1, a2) =
⋃
p∈P1
〈ϕ0(p), ϕ1(p), ϕ2(p)〉 ⊂ P
N
Observe that these varieties have degree c = a0 + a1 + a2 in P
c+2, i.e. they are varieties of
minimal degree.
We also have a complete description of the Chow ring of S. The Picard group Pic(S) is
given by Pic(S) ∼= Z〈H,F 〉, A2(X) ∼= Z〈H2, HF 〉 and we have the relations H3 = c, H2F=1
and F 2 = 0. Moreover the canonical divisor is given by ωS ∼= −3H + (c− 2)F .
Let us recall some natural short exact sequences that we will use through the paper. Let
us begin with the dual of the relative Euler exact sequence of S:
(3.1) 0→ ΩS|P1 → ⊕
2
i=0OS(−H + aiF )→ OS → 0,
and so we have ωS|P1 ∼= OS(−3H + cF ). We will use also
(3.2) 0→ OS(−3H + cF )→ ⊕
2
i=0OS(−2H + (c− ai)F )→ ΩS|P1 → 0,
and
(3.3) 0→ OS(−2F )→ OS(−F )
⊕2 → OS → 0,
Now we recall how to compute the cohomology of line bundles on S.
Lemma 3.1 ([16]). For any i = 0, . . . , n+ 1, we have
(i) Hi(S,OS(aH + bF )) ∼= Hi(P1, Sym
aD ⊗OP1(b)) if a ≥ 0;
(ii) Hi(S,OS(aH + bF )) = 0 if −3 < a < 0;
(iii) Hi(S,OS(aH + bF )) ∼= H3−i(P1, Sym
−a−3D ⊗OP1(c− b− 2)) if a ≤ −3.
Using Lemma 3.1 it is not difficult to retrieve the following computations
Remark 3.2. From the above Lemma we have
(i) Hi(S,ΩS|P1(bF )) ∼= H
i−1(S,OS(bF )) for any i and b by (3.1) tensored by OS(bF );
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(ii) Hi(S,ΩS|P1(H + bF )) = 0 for any i and b by (3.2) tensored by OS(H + bF );
(iii) Hi(S,ΩS|P1(2H + bF )) ∼= ⊕
2
j=0H
i(S,OS((c − aj + b)F )) for any i and b by (3.2)
tensored by OS(2H + bF );
(iv) Hi(S,ΩS|P1(−H + bF )
∨) ∼= ⊕2j=0H
i(S,OS((−aj + b)F )) for any i and b by the dual
of (3.1) tensored by OS(−H + bF ).
In the particular case of rational normal scrolls of dimension three, Definition 1.1 takes
the following form.
Definition 3.3. A rank two µ-semistable vector bundle E on S is called an H-instanton
bundle of charge k if and only if
• c1(E) = −H + (c− 2)F ;
• h0(S, E) = h1(S, E(−H)) = 0
• c2(E) = k1H2 + k2HF with k1 + k2 = k.
In what follows we will deal with instanton bundles with respect to the very ample line
bundle OP(D)(1), thus we will often write instanton in place of H-instanton.
As a consequence of Definition 3.3 we have by Serre duality that
(3.4) hi(S, E(aH + bF )) = h3−i(S, E((−a− 2)H − bF ))
and in particular hi(S, E(−H)) = 0 for any i.
Let us recall the notion of (semi)stability. For each sheaf E on S the slope of E with respect
to H is the rational number µ(E) := c1(E)H
2/rk(E) and the reduced Hilbert polynomial
pE(t) of a bundle E over X is pE(t) := χ(E(th))/rk(E).
We say that a vector bundle E is µ-stable (resp. µ-semistable) with respect to H if
µ(G) < µ(E) (resp. µ(G) ≤ µ(E)) for each subsheaf G with 0 < rk(G) < rk(E).
On the other hand, E is said to be Gieseker semistable with respect to H if for all G as
above one has
pG(t) ≤ pE(t),
and Gieseker stable again if equality cannot hold in the above inequality.
In order to check µ-semistability of sheaves we will use the following criterion.
Proposition 3.4. [26, Theorem 3] Let E be a rank two vector bundle over a polycyclic
variety X and let L be a polarization on X. E is µ-(semi)stable if and only if
H0(X, E ⊗ OX(B)) = 0
for all B ∈ Pic(X) such that δL(B) ≤
(<)
−µL(E), where δL(B) = degL(OX(B)).
Remark 3.5. In our case µH(E) = (−H + (c − 2)F )H
2/2 = (−c + c − 2)/2 = −1 and
δH(aH + bF ) = aH
3 + bH2F = ac+ b so we get that E is µ-stable if and only if
H0(S, E(aH + bF )) = 0
when ac+ b ≤ 1. In particular H0(S, E(F )) = 0 and the condition H0(S, E) = 0 included in
the definition of instanton bundle is implied by the µ-semistability.
In the following lemma we describe the cohomology of an instanton bundle on S. Indeed
it is known that an instanton bundle on P3 has natural cohomology (i.e. at each twist
there is only one non-vanishing cohomology group) and this also partially translate to Fano
varieties. In the case of rational normal scrolls we are able to retrieve this behaviour at least
for some twist of the instanton bundle.
Lemma 3.6. Let E be an instanton bundle on S. Then
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(i)


h0(S, E(bF )) = 0 for b ≤ 1,
h0(S, E(−H + bF )) = 0 for b ≤ a0 + 1,
h0(S, E(−2H + bF )) = 0 for b ≤ 2a0 + 1,
(ii)


h3(S, E(−2H + bF )) = 0 for b ≥ −1,
h3(S, E(−H + bF )) = 0 for b ≥ −a0 − 1,
h3(S, E(bF )) = 0 for b ≥ −2a0 − 1.
(iii)
{
h1(S, E(−H + bF )) = 0 for b ≤ 0,
h2(S, E(−H + bF )) = 0 for b ≥ 0.
(iv) h2(S, E) = h2(E(−F )) = h1(S, E(−2H)) = h1(S, E(−2H + F )) = 0.
Proof. Since E is µ-semistable H0(E(F )) = 0. By sequence (3.3) tensored by E(F ), we get
h0(S, E(bF )) = 0 for any b ≤ 1. By sequence (3.2) tensored by E(2H+(−c+a0+1)F ), since
h0(S,⊕2i=0E((c− ai − c+ a0 + 1)F )) = 0 we get h
0(S, E(−H + (a0 + 1)F )) = 0. So arguing
as above we obtain h0(S, E(−H + bF )) = 0 for any b ≤ a0 + 1. By sequence (3.2) tensored
by E(H + (−c+ 2a0 + 1)F ), since h0(S,⊕2i=0E(−2H + (c− ai − c+ 2a0 + 1)F )) = 0 we get
h0(S, E(−H +(2a0+1)F )) = 0. So arguing as above we obtain h
0(S, E(−2H + bF )) = 0 for
any b ≤ 2a0 + 1. By Serre duality we obtain (ii).
By sequence (3.3) tensored by E(−H + F ), since hi(E(−H)) = 0 for any i, we get
h2(S, E(−H + F )) = h1(S, E(−H − F )) = 0. By sequence (3.3) tensored by E(−H + bF ),
we obtain (iii).
By sequence (3.1) tensored by E , since h2(S,⊕2i=0E(−H + aiF )) = 0 by (iii), we get
h2(E) = 0. By sequence (3.1) tensored by E(−F ), since h2(S,⊕2i=0E(−H + (ai − 1)F )) = 0
by (iii), we get h2(S, E(−F )) = 0. By (3.4) we obtain also h1(S, E(−2H)) = h1(S, E(−2H+
F )) = 0 and we have proved (iv).

Lemma 3.7. Let E be an instanton bundle on S with a2 ≤ 2. Then
(i) hi(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H − F )) = h
i(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H − 2F )) = h
i(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H − (c− 2)F )) = 0
if i 6= 1.
(ii) h0(E ⊗ ΩS|P1(H − (c− 1)F )) = h
3(E ⊗ ΩS|P1(H − (c− 1)F )) = 0.
Proof. By sequence (3.1) tensored by E(H − F ), since a2 ≤ 2, h0(⊕2i=0E(ai − 1)F )) = 0 by
Lemma 3.6 (i), we get h0(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H−F )) = 0. This implies also h
0(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H−2F )) =
h0(E⊗ΩS|P1(H−(c−2)F )) = h
0(E⊗ΩS|P1(H−(c−1)F )) = 0. Let us consider sequence (3.2)
tensored by E(H−(c−1)F ). Notice that h3(⊕2i=0E(−H+(c−ai−c+1)F )) = 0 by Lemma 3.6
(ii) since a2 ≤ 2 implies −a2+1 ≥ −a0−1, so we get h3(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H− (c−1)F )) = 0. This
also implies h3(E⊗ΩS|P1(H−F )) = h
3(E⊗ΩS|P1(H−2F )) = h
3(E⊗ΩS|P1(H−(c−2)F )) = 0.
Tensoring sequence (3.2) by E(H−F ), since h2(⊕2i=0E(−H+(c−1−ai)F )) = 0 by Lemma
3.6 (iii), we get h2(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H − F )) = 0.By sequence (3.2) tensored by E(H − 2F ), since
h2(⊕2i=0E(−H +(c− 2− ai)F )) = 0 by Lemma 3.6 (iii), we get h
2(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H − 2F )) = 0.
Finally let us tensor sequence (3.2) by E(H−(c−2)F ). Since a2 ≤ 2 we have h2(⊕2i=0E(−H+
(c− c+ 2− ai)F )) = 0 by Lemma 3.6 (iii), thus h2(E ⊗ ΩS|P1(H − F )) = 0. 
We conclude this section by recalling the Riemann-Roch formula for a rank two vector
bundle E on S.
(3.5) χ(E) = 2 +
1
6
(c1(E)
3 − 3c1(E)c2(E))−
1
4
KS(c1(E)
2 − 2c2(E)) +
1
12
c1(E)(K
2
S +Ω)
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where KS = −c1(TS) = −3H + (c− 2)F and Ω = c2(TS) = 3H2 + (6− 2c). Indeed, we can
compute KS and Ω using the short exact sequence
(3.6) 0→ OS(−2F )→ ΩS → ΩS|P1 → 0.
In particular, computing the Euler characteristic of an instanton bundle we obtain the
following lemma:
Lemma 3.8. Let E be an instanton bundle on S, then
(3.7) χ(E) = 1−Hc2(E).
Now, given a divisor D and an instanton E we recall the formula for χ(E(D)):
(3.8) χ(E(D)) = 1− c2(E)(D +H) +
1
6
D(2D2 +K2S +Ω) +HD(KS + 2H +D).
We will often use
(3.9) χ(E(bF )) = −χ(E(−2H − bF ) = 1− (c+ b)k1 − k2 + b,
(3.10) χ(E(H + bF )) = 2− (b + 2c)k1 − 2k2 + 2c+ 4b.
and
(3.11) χ(E(−H + bF )) = −k1b.
By (3.1) tensored by E(H − F ) we get
(3.12) χ(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H −F )) =
2∑
i=0
χ(E((ai− 1)F ))−χ(E(H −F )) = 2− 2k1(c− 1)− k2− c
By (3.1) tensored by E(H − 2F ) we get
(3.13) χ(E⊗ΩS|P1(H−2F )) =
2∑
i=0
χ(E((ai−2)F ))−χ(E(H−2F )) = 3−k2−k1(2c−4)−k2−c
By (3.2) tensored by E(H − (c− 2)F ) we get
χ(E ⊗ ΩS|P1(H + bF )) =
2∑
i=0
χ(E((−H + (c− ai + b)F ))− χ(E(−2H + (c+ b)F ))
=
2∑
i=0
χ(E((−H + (c− ai + b)F )) + χ(E(−(c+ b)F ))
= 1− b− c− (2c+ 2b)k1 − k2.
4. Monads on three-dimensional rational normal scrolls
We will use the following version (explained in [3]) of the Beilinson spectral sequence (see
also [34, Corollary 3.3.2], [22, Section 2.7.3] and [8, Theorem 2.1.14].) Let us briefly recall
the following definitions.
Let Db(X) be the the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on a smooth projec-
tive variety X .
• An object E ∈ Db(X) is called exceptional if Ext•(E,E) = C.
• A set of exceptional objects 〈E1, . . . , En〉 on X is called an exceptional collection if
Ext•(Ei, Ej) = 0 for i > j.
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• An exceptional collection is full when Ext•(Ei, A) = 0 for all i implies A = 0, or
equivalently when Ext•(A,Ei) = 0 for all i also implies A = 0.
• A full exceptional collection 〈E1, . . . , En〉 is strong if Ext
k(Ei, Ej) = 0 for i < j and
k > 0.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety with a full exceptional collection
〈E0, . . . , En〉 where Ei = E∗i [−ki] with each Ei a vector bundle and (k0, . . . , kn) ∈ Z
⊕n+1
such that there exists a sequence 〈Fn = Fn, . . . , F0 = F0〉 of vector bundles satisfying
(4.1) Extk(Ei, Fj) = H
k+ki(X, Ei ⊗Fj) =
{
C if i = j = k
0 otherwise
Then for any coherent sheaf A on X there is a spectral sequence in the square −n ≤ p ≤ 0,
0 ≤ q ≤ n with the E1-term
Ep,q1 = Ext
q(E−p, A)⊗ F−p = H
q+k−p(X, E−p ⊗A)⊗F−p
which is functorial in A and converges to
(4.2) Ep,q∞ =
{
A if p+ q = 0
0 otherwise.
Remark 4.2. It is possible to state a stronger version of the Beilinson’s theorem (see [7]
for PN and [1] for the projectivized of a direct sum of line bundles over PN ). Let us consider
a rational normal scroll S and let A be a coherent sheaf on X . Let 〈E0, . . . , En〉 be a
full exceptional collection and 〈Fn, . . . , F0〉 its right dual collection. Using the notation of
Theorem 4.1, if 〈Fn, . . . , F0〉 is a strong exceptional collection of vector bundles, then there
exists a complex L• such that
(1) Hk(X,L•) =
{
A if k = 0,
0 otherwise.
(2) Lk =
⊕
k=p+q
Hq+k−p(X,A⊗ E−p)⊗F−p with 0 ≤ q ≤ n and −n ≤ p ≤ 0.
Definition 4.3. Let E be an exceptional object in Db(X). Then there are functors LE and
RE fitting in distinguished triangles
LE(T )→ Ext
•(E, T )⊗ E → T → LE(T )[1]
RE(T )[−1]→ T → Ext
•(T,E)∗ ⊗ E → RE(T )
The functors LE and RE are called respectively the left and right mutation functor.
Now we construct the full exceptional collections that we will use in the next theorems.
Let us consider the full exceptional collection 〈E7, . . . , E0〉 given in [3] Example 3.6:
{OS(−2H)[−2],OS(−2H + F )[−2],OS(−H)[−1],(4.3)
OS(−H + F )[−1],OS(−F ),OS}
The associated full exceptional collection 〈F7 = F7, . . . , F0 = F0〉 of Theorem 4.1 is
{OS(−H + (c− 2)F ),OS(−H + (c− 1)F ),Ω
1
S|P1(H − 2F ),(4.4)
Ω1S|P1(H − F ),OS(−F ),OS}
If we tensor (4.3) by O((c− 3)F ) we obtain
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{OS(−2H + (c− 3)F )[−2],OS(−2H + (c− 2)F )[−2],OS(−H + (c− 3)F )[−1],(4.5)
OS(−H + (c− 2)F )[−1],OS((c− 4)F ),OS((c− 3)F )}
Thanks to a right mutation of the pair {OS(−2H + (c− 3)F ),OS(−2H + (c− 2)F )} we
get:
{OS(−2H + (c− 2)F )[−2],OS(−2H + (c− 1)F )[−2],OS(−H + (c− 3)F )[−1],(4.6)
OS(−H + (c− 2)F )[−1],OS((c− 4)F ),OS((c− 3)F )}
The associated left mutation is
{OS(−H),OS(−H + F ),Ω
1
S|P1(H − (c− 1)F ),(4.7)
Ω1S|P1(H − (c− 2)F ),OS(−(c− 2)F ),OS(−(c− 3)F )}
From (4.3) with t ≥ 0 right mutations of the pair {OS(−F ),OS} and a right mutation of
the pair {OS(−2H),OS(−2H + F )} we obtain:
{OS(−2H + F )[−2],OS(−2H + 2F )[−2],OS(−H)[−1],(4.8)
OS(−H + F )[−1],OS((t− 1)F ),OS(tF )}
for any t ≥ 0.
The associated left mutations of the pair {OS(−F ),OS} and {OS(−H+(c−2)F ),OS(−H+
(c− 1)F )} in (4.4) give
{OS(−H + (c− 3)F ),OS(−H + (c− 2)F ),Ω
1
S|P1(H − 2F ),(4.9)
Ω1S|P1(H − F ),OS(−(t+ 1)F ),OS(−tF )}
for any t ≥ 0.
From (4.8) with a right mutation of the pair {OS(−2H)[−2],OS(−2H + F )[−2]} we
obtain:
{OS(−2H + F )[−2],OS(−2H + 2F )[−2],OS(−H)[−1],(4.10)
OS(−H + F )[−1],OS((t− 1)F ),OS(tF )}
for any t ≥ 0.
The associated left mutation of the pair {OS(−H + (c − 2)F ),OS(−H + (c − 1)F )} in
(4.4) gives
{OS(−H + (c− 3)F ),OS(−H + (c− 2)F ),Ω
1
S|P1(H − 2F ),(4.11)
Ω1S|P1(H − F ),OS(−(t+ 1)F ),OS(−tF )}
for any t ≥ 0.
If we tensor (4.10) by OS((c− 3)F ) and (4.11) by OS(−(c− 3)F ) we obtain:
{OS(−2H + (c− 2)F )[−2],OS(−2H + (c− 1)F )[−2],OS(−H + (c− 3)F )[−1],(4.12)
OS(−H + (c− 2)F )[−1],OS((c− 4 + t)F ),OS((c− 3 + t)F )}
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and
{OS(−H),OS(−H + F ),Ω
1
S|P1(H − (c− 1)F ),(4.13)
Ω1S|P1(H − (c− 2)F ),OS(−(c− 2 + t)F ),OS(−(c− 3 + t)F )}
From (4.3) with c− 2 right mutations of the pair {OS(−2H)[−2],OS(−2H +F )[−2]} we
obtain:
{OS(−2H + (c− 2)F )[−2],OS(−2H + (c− 1)F )[−2],OS(−H)[−1],(4.14)
OS(−H + F )[−1],OS(−F ),OS}
The associated left mutations of the pair {OS(−H + (c − 2)F ),OS(−H + (c − 1)F )} in
(4.4) give
{OS(−H),OS(−H + F ),Ω
1
S|P1(H − 2F ),(4.15)
Ω1S|P1(H − F ),OS(−F ),OS}
From (4.14) with c− 2 left mutations of the pair {OS(−F ),OS} we obtain:
{OS(−2H + (c− 2)F )[−2],OS(−2H + (c− 1)F )[−2],OS(−H)[−1],(4.16)
OS(−H + F )[−1],OS(−(c− 2)F ),OS(−(c− 3)F )}
The associated right mutations of the pair {OS(−F ),OS} in (4.15) give
{OS(−H),OS(−H + F ),Ω
1
S|P1(H − 2F ),(4.17)
Ω1S|P1(H − F ),OS((c− 4)F ),OS((c− 3)F )}
Remark 4.4. The full exceptional collections (4.8), (4.10), (4.12) and (4.17) are strong.
In what follows we give some monadic description of instanton bundles on S. At first we
will consider the rational normal scrolls S(a0, a1, a2) with a2 ≤ 2 and then we will deal with
the general case.
Theorem 4.5. Let a2 ≤ 2 and let E be an instanton bundle on S(a0, a1, a2) with c2(E) =
k1H
2 + k2HF . Then E is the homology of a monad
0→ A
α
−→ B
β
−→ C → 0,
where A arises from the short exact sequence
0 −→ OS(−2H + F )
⊕(c−3)k1 −→
OS(−2H + 2F )⊕(c−2)k1
⊕
OS(−H)⊕(2c−4)k1+k2+c−3
−→ A −→ 0,
and the other terms of the monad are given by
B = OS(−H + F )
⊕(2c−2)k1+k2+c−2 ⊕OS(−F )
⊕(c−1)k1+k2
and
C = O⊕ck1+k2−1S .
Proof. We consider the Beilinson type spectral sequence associated to an instanton bundle
E and identify the members of the graded sheaf associated to the induced filtration as
the sheaves mentioned in the statement of Theorem 4.1. We consider the full exceptional
collection 〈E7, . . . , E0〉 given in (4.8) and the full exceptional collection 〈F7, . . . , F0〉 given
in (4.9) with t = 0. So we get the following table
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OS(−2H + F ) OS(−2H + 2F ) OS(−H) OS(−H + F ) OS(−F ) OS
H
3
H
3
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
H
2
H
2
H
3
H
3
∗ ∗
H
1
H
1
H
2
H
2
H
3
H
3
H
0
H
0
H
1
H
1
H
2
H
2
∗ ∗ H
0
H
0
H
1
H
1
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ H
0
H
0
OS(−H + (c− 3)F ) OS(−H + (c− 2)F ) Ω(H − 2F ) Ω(H − F ) OS(−F ) OS
By Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.6 and Riemann-Roch formula we have:
• χ(E) = −h1(S, E) = 1− ck1 − k2.
• χ(E(−F )) = −h1(S, E(−F )) = −(c− 1)k1 − k2.
• χ(E ⊗ ΩS|P1(H − F )) = −h
1(S, E ⊗ ΩS|P1(H − F )) = 2− c− (2c− 2)k1 − k2.
• χ(E ⊗ ΩS|P1(H − 2F )) = −h
1(S, E ⊗ ΩS|P1(H − 2F )) = 3− c− (2c− 4)k1 − k2.
• χ(E(−H + (c− 2)F )) = −h1(S, E(−H + (c− 2)F )) = −(c− 2)k1.
• χ(E(−H + (c− 3)F )) = −h1(S, E(−H + (c− 3)F )) = −(c− 3)k1.
So we obtain the following table
OS(−2H + F ) OS(−2H + 2F ) OS(−H) OS(−H + F ) OS(−F ) OS
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗
(c− 3)k1 (c− 2)k1 0 0 0 0
0 0 c+ (2c− 4)k1 + k2 − 3 c+ (2c− 2)k1 + k2 − 2 0 0
∗ ∗ 0 0 (c− 1)k1 + k2 ck1 + k2 − 1
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
OS(−H + (c− 3)F ) OS(−H + (c− 2)F ) Ω(H − 2F ) Ω(H − F ) OS(−F ) OS
So we obtain the claimed monad. 
Now we construct a second type of monad for an instanton bundle.
Theorem 4.6. Let a2 ≤ 2 and let E be an instanton bundle on S(a0, a1, a2) with c2(E) =
k1H
2 + k2HF . Let us write α = h
2(S, E(−(c − 3)F ), β = h2(E(−(c − 2)F ), δ = h2(S, E ⊗
Ω(H − (c− 1)F ). Then E is the homology of a monad
0→ A
α
−→ B
β
−→ C → 0,
where
A = O(−2H + (c− 1)F )⊕k1 ⊕O(−H + (c− 3)F )⊕2k1+k2+δ,
B = OS(−H + (c− 3)F )
⊕δ ⊕OS(−H + (c− 2)F )
⊕4k1+k2+1 ⊕O((c− 4)F )⊕2k1+k2+c−3+β
and C arises from the short exact sequence
0 −→ C −→ O((c− 4)F )⊕β ⊕OS((c− 3)F )⊕3k1+k2+c−2+α −→ OS((c− 3)F )
⊕α −→ 0.
Proof. We consider the Beilinson type spectral sequence associated to an instanton bundle
E and identify the members of the graded sheaf associated to the induced filtration as the
sheaves mentioned in the statement of Theorem 4.1. We consider the full exceptional col-
lection 〈E7, . . . , E0〉 given in (4.6) with t = 0 and the full exceptional collection 〈F7, . . . , F0〉
given in (4.7). We do not consider the column associated to E7 since H
i(E(−H)) = 0 for
any i. So we get the following table
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O((c− 1)F − 2H) O((c− 3)F −H) O((c− 2)F −H) O((c− 4)F ) O((c− 3)F )
H
3
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
H
2
H
3
H
3
∗ ∗
H
1
H
2
H
2
H
3
H
3
H
0
H
1
H
1
H
2
H
2
∗ H
0
H
0
H
1
H
1
∗ ∗ ∗ H
0
H
0
O(−H + F ) Ω(H − (c− 1)F ) Ω(H − (c− 2)F ) O((2− c)F ) O((3− c)F )
By Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.7 and Riemann-Roch formula we obtain:
• χ(E((3 − c)F )) = −h1(S, E((3 − c)F )) + α = −(3k1 + k2 + c− 4).
• χ(E((2 − c)F )) = −h1(S, E((2 − c)F )) + β = −(2k1 + k2 + c− 3).
• χ(E(−H + F )) = −h1(S, E(−H + F )) = −k1.
• χ(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H−(c−2)F )) = −h
1(S, E ⊗ΩS|P1(H−(c−2)F ))+γ = 4k1+k2+1+γ.
• χ(E ⊗ΩS|P1(H − (c− 1)F )) = −h
1(S, E ⊗ΩS|P1(H − (c− 1)F )) + δ = 2k1 + k2 + δ.
So we have the following table
O((c− 1)F − 2H) O((c− 3)F −H) O((c− 2)F −H) O((c− 4)F ) O((c− 3)F )
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 ∗ ∗
k1 δ γ 0 0
0 2k1 + k2 + δ 4k1 + k2 + 1 + γ β α
∗ 0 0 2k1 + k2 + c− 3 + β 3k1 + k2 + c− 4 + α
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
O(−H + F ) Ω(H − (c− 1)F ) Ω(H − (c− 2)F ) O((2 − c)F ) O((3 − c)F )
So we obtain the claimed monads.

Remark 4.7. In this remark we discuss the shape of the previous monads in some particular
cases.
When c = 3 the monads of Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 coincide. In this case α = β =
γ = δ = 0 by Lemma 3.6 and the monad becomes
0 −→
O(−2H + 2F )⊕k1
⊕
O(−H)⊕2k1+k2
−→
OS(−H + F )⊕4k1+k2+1
⊕
O(−F )⊕2k1+k2
−→ O⊕3k1+k2−1S −→ 0.
When c = 4, then α = γ = 0 by Lemma 3.6 and the monad of Theorem 4.6 becomes
0 −→
O(−2H + 3F )⊕k1
⊕
O(−H + F )⊕2k1+k2
−→
OS(−H + F )⊕δ
⊕
OS(−H + 2F )⊕4k1+k2+1
⊕
O⊕2k1+k2+1
−→
O⊕β
⊕
OS(F )⊕3k1+k2−1
−→ 0.
Now we are ready to deal with the general case.
Theorem 4.8. Let E be an instanton bundle on S with c2(E) = k1H2+k2HF . Let us write
α = h2(E(−(c− 3)F ), β = h2(E(−(c− 2)F ) = h1(E(−2H +(c− 1)F ), θ = h1(E(−2H +(c−
1)F ). Then E is the homology of a monad
(4.18) 0→ A
α
−→ B
β
−→ C → 0,
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where A arises from the short exact sequence
0 −→ OS(−H)
⊕β −→
OS(−H)⊕c−3+2k1+k2+β
⊕
O(−H + F )⊕θ
−→ A→ 0,
C arises from the short exact sequence
0 −→ C −→
O((c− 4)F )⊕β
⊕
OS((c− 3)F )⊕3k1+k2+c−4+α
−→ OS((c− 3)F )
⊕α → 0
and B is given by
B = OS(−H + F )
⊕c−2+k1+k2+θ ⊕ Ω(H − F )⊕k1 ⊕O((c − 4)F )⊕2k1+k2+c−3+β.
Proof. We consider the Beilinson type spectral sequence associated to an instanton bundle
E and identify the members of the graded sheaf associated to the induced filtration as
the sheaves mentioned in the statement of Theorem 4.1. We consider the full exceptional
collection 〈E7, . . . , E0〉 given in (4.16) and the full exceptional collection 〈F7, . . . , F0〉 given
in (4.17). So we get the following table
O(−H) O(−H + F ) Ω(H − 2F ) Ω(H − F ) O((c− 4)F ) O((c− 3)F )
H3 H3 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
H2 H2 0 H3 ∗ ∗
H1 H1 0 H2 H3 H3
H0 H0 0 H1 H2 H2
∗ ∗ 0 H0 H1 H1
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ H0 H0
OS(−2H + (c− 2)F ) OS(−2H + (c− 1)F ) OS(−H) OS(−H + F ) OS((2 − c)F ) OS((3 − c)F )
By Lemma 3.6 and Riemann-Roch formula we obtain:
• χ(E((3 − c)F )) = −h1(S, E((3 − c)F )) + α = −(3k1 + k2 + c− 4).
• χ(E((2 − c)F )) = −h1(S, E((2 − c)− F )) + β = −(2k1 + k2 + c− 3).
• χ(E(−H + F )) = −h1(S, E(−H + F )) = −k1.
• χ(E(−2H + (c− 1)F ) = −χ(E((1− c)F )) = h2(S, E(−2H + (c− 1)F )− θ = c− 2 +
k1 + k2.
• χ(E(−2H + (c− 2)F ) = −χ(E((2− c)F )) = h2(S, E(−2H + (c− 2)F )− β = c− 3+
2k1 + k2.
So we have the following table (we omit the third column since it is made of all zeros).
O(−H) O(−H + F ) Ω(H − F ) O((c− 4)F ) O((c− 3)F )
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗
c− 3 + 2k1 + k2 + β c− 2 + k1 + k2 + θ 0 ∗ ∗
β θ 0 0 0
0 0 k1 β α
∗ ∗ 0 2k1 + k2 + c− 3 + β 3k1 + k2 + c− 4 + α
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
OS(−2H + (c− 2)F ) OS(−2H + (c− 1)F ) OS(−H + F ) OS((2 − c)F ) OS((3 − c)F )
So we obtain the claimed monad. 
Remark 4.9. The maps in the exact sequences defining A and C are pullbacks from P1. So
we have
A = ⊕zi=1OS(−H + liF )
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where z = c− 3 + 2k1 + k2 + θ and li ≥ 0 for any i and
C = ⊕yj=1OS(ljF )
where y = 3k1 + k2 + c − 2 + β and lj ≤ c− 4 for any j. When c = 3 then α = β = 0 and
the monad becomes
0 −→
OS(−H)
⊕2k1+k2
⊕
O(−H + F )⊕θ
−→
OS(−H + F )
⊕1+k1+k2+θ
⊕
Ω(H − F )⊕k1
⊕
O(−F )⊕2k1+k2
−→ O⊕3k1+k2−1S → 0.
It is worth to notice that Theorem 4.8 imposes some necessary conditions on the second
Chern class of an instanton bundle. Indeed we obtain that if E is an instanton bundle
with c2 = k1H
2 + k2HF then k1 ≥ 0. However by Equation (3.7) and Lemma 3.6 we
obtain h1(S, E) = c2(E)H − 1 = ck1 + k2 − 1 ≥ 0, thus k2 ≥ 1 − ck1. Recall that since
h2(S, E) = 0 then minimal charge instanton bundles are actually Ulrich. The only rank two
Ulrich bundles satisfy k1 = 0 and k2 = 1, or k1 = 1 and k2 = 1 − c (see [3, Remark 3.10]
and [32, Proposition 3.3]. If we impose the conditions k1 = 1 and k2 = 1− c in Theorem 4.8
we get A = C = 0 and E = B = ΩS|P1(H − F ) which is the unique µ-stable rank two Ulrich
bundle ΩS|P1(H − F ) twisted by OS(−H). The other minimal charge case is represented
by the strictly µ-semistable rank two Ulrich bundles (i.e. an extension of two Ulrich line
bundles). In particular we can conclude that if k1 ≥ 2 then k2 > 1− ck1.
In the following proposition we show that instanton bundles with k1 = 0 actually behave
like the strictly µ-semistable rank two Ulrich bundles (i.e. k1 = 0 and k2 = 1)
Proposition 4.10. Let E be an instanton bundle on S with c2(E) = k1H2 + k2HF , then E
is an extension among two line bundles if and only if k1 = 0. In this case E arises from the
following extension
(4.19) 0→ O(−k2F )→ E → O(−H + (c+ k2 − 2)F )→ 0.
Proof. Let us start by showing that any instanton bundle with c2(E) = k2HF is an extension
of the form (4.19). Let t0 be the minimal integer such that h
0(S, E(t0F )) > 0. Let s be a
section s ∈ H0(S, E(t0F )), thus we have the following short exact sequence
(4.20) 0→ OS → E(t0F )→ IC|S(−H + (c− 2 + 2t0)F )→ 0,
where C is a curve in the class c2(E(t0F )) = (k2− t0)HF . Now we show that t0 = k2. Since
E is an instanton bundle, it is the cohomology of a monad of the form (4.18). Twisting
(4.18) by OS(t0F ) and taking the long exact sequence induced in cohomology by its dispaly,
we obtain
h0(S, E(t0F )) = t0 − k2 + 1.
Since this h0(S, E(t0F )) = 1 by (4.20), we obtain t0 = k2 and C = ∅, thus E fits into (4.19).
Conversely, suppose E is an instanton bundle which is realized as an extension
0→ OS(A)→ E → OS(B)→ 0.
Then a straightforward computation of the Chern classes shows that necessarily c2(E) =
k2HF . 
In the next sections we will prove the existence of H-instanton bundles on S with any
given admissible second Chern class, given some restriction on S itself.
We conclude this section with a remark on the P1 × P2 case.
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Remark 4.11. In this remark we will point out that can exist vector bundles realized as
the cohomology of a monad as in Theorem 4.8, which satisfy all the instantonic condition
but the µ-semistability. Let us consider the rational normal scroll S = P1 × P2 and let us
take a line in the fiber, i.e. a line l in the class |HF |. It is straightforward to see that
Nl/S ∼= OP1(1) ⊕ OP1 . In particular detNl/S is the restriction to l of any line bundle of
the form OS(H + bF ), thus we can suppose that detNl/S ∼= OS(H − 5F ) ⊗ Ol. Since
hi(OS(−H +5F ) = 0 for each i, then by Serre’s Correspondence there exists a unique rank
two vector bundle realized as an extension
(4.21) 0→ OS → F → Il|S(H − 5F )→ 0.
Let us denote by E the vector bundle E ∼= F(−H + 3F ). By a computation of the Chern
classes we obtain c1(E) = −H + F and c2(E) = 3HF . Furthermore twisting (4.21) by
OS(−H + 3F ) and taking the cohomology we obtain h0(E) = 0. To check the instantonic
condition it is enough to twist (4.21) by OS(−2H +3F ) and since both Il|S(−H − 2F ) and
OS(−2H + 3F ) are acyclic we obtain h1(S, E(−H)) = 0. Thus E has the same invariants
and the same cohomology table of an instanton bundle on S, thus it can be realized as a
cohomology of a monad as in Theorem 4.8. However, by construction, h0(S, E(H−3F )) = 1,
thus by Proposition 3.4 we conclude that E cannot be µ-semistable.
5. Construction of instanton bundles with increasing c2
In this section we describe an iterative process to construct instanton bundles with in-
creasing charge. Let us begin by considering the base case of this process. Recall that a
minimal charge instanton bundle is actually an Ulrich bundle (up to twist). The only rank
two stable Ulrich bundle on S(a0, a1, a2) is given by ΩS|P1(2H − F ) and the correspondent
instanton is ΩS|P1(H − F ).
Lemma 5.1. ΩS|P1(H − F )⊗OL ∼= OP1 ⊕OP1(−1) for the generic line L ∈ |HF |.
Proof. By Grothendieck’s theorem ΩS|P1(H − F )⊗OL ∼= OP1(a) ⊕OP1(b). Take the short
exact sequence (3.1) and tensor it by OS(H − F )⊗OL. Computing the first Chern classes
we obtain a+ b = −1. But we have an injective map
0→ ΩS|P1(H − F )⊗OL → O
⊕3
P1
thus we obtain that a and b are both less or equal than 0, so the only choice is ΩS|P1(H −
F )⊗OL ∼= OP1 ⊕OP1(−1). 
Construction 5.2. In this construction, starting with a µ-stable instanton bundle E with
charge c2(E) = k1H2 + k2HF . Suppose EL ∼= OP1 ⊕ OP1(−1) for the generic line in |HF |
and Ext2(E , E) ∼= Ext3(E , E) = 0, then we will construct a stable instanton bundle F with
c2(E) = k1H2 + (k2 +1)HF , generically isomorphic to OP1 ⊕OP1(−1) on lines in |HF | and
such that Ext2(F ,F) ∼= Ext3(F ,F) = 0.
Step 1:Defininig a sheaf with increasing c2.
By hypothesis there exists a surjective map E
φ
−→ OL → 0. Let Eφ be the kernel of such
morphism, i.e.
(5.1) 0→ Eφ → E
φ
−→ OL → 0.
Eφ is a torsion free sheaf, which is not locally free. We show that Eφ satisfies all the other
instantonic conditions.
• H0(S, Eφ) = 0 and H1(S, E(−H)) = 0.
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Take the sequence induced in cohomology by (5.1). Then h0(S, Eφ) ≤ h0(S, E) = 0.
To show the second vanishing it is enough to twist (5.1) by O(−H) and observe that
hi(S, E(−H)) = hi(S,OL(−1)) = 0 for all i.
• c1(Eφ) = c1(E) and c2(Eφ) = c2(E) +HF .
In order to compute the Chern classes it is enough to observe that c2(OL) = −HF and
c1(OL) = c3(OL) = 0.
• Ext2(Eφ, Eφ) = 0 and Ext
3(Eφ, Eφ) = 0.
Apply the covariant functor Hom(E ,−) to (5.1). We have Exti(E ,OL) ∼= Hi(P1, E∨L )
∼=
Hi(P1,OP1⊕OP1(1)), which vanishes for all i > 0. Thus we obtain Ext
2(E , Eφ) ∼= Ext
2(E , E) =
0. Now we apply the contravariant functor Hom(−, Eφ) to (5.1) we obtain the following in-
jective map
0→ Ext2(Eφ, Eφ)→ Ext
3(OL, Eφ).
We show that Ext3(OL, Eφ) = 0. By duality we have Ext
3(OL, Eφ) ∼= Hom(Eφ,OP1(−3)).
Since a line in |HF | is a locally complete intersection then Exti(OL,Ol) ∼= Λi(NL|S) and in
particular Ext1(OL,OL(−3)) ∼= OP1(−2)⊕OP1(−3). Now apply Hom(−,OP1(−3)) to (5.1),
thus we have
0→ Hom(OL,OL(−3))→ Hom(E ,OL(−3))→ Hom(Eφ,OL(−3))OL(−2)⊕OL(−3)
which becomes
0→ OL(−3)→ OL(−2)⊕OL(−3)→ Hom(Eφ,OL(−3))→ OL(−2)⊕OL(−3),
thus we obtain Hom(Eφ,OL(−3)) ∼= H0(S,Hom(Eφ,OL(−3))) = 0 and finally Ext
2(Eφ, Eφ) =
0.
To show that Ext3(Eφ, Eφ) = 0 observe that combining the previous exact sequencese
induced by the Hom′ s functors we have
0 = Ext3(E , E) ∼= Ext3(E , Eφ) ≥ Ext
3(Eφ, Eφ),
thus Ext3(Eφ, Eφ) = 0.
In particular Eφ correspond to a smooth point in the moduli space of stable sheaves
M(2, c1(E), c2(E) +HF ). In order to compute its dimension we use the relation
χ(Eφ, Eφ) = χ(E , E)− χ(E ,OL)− χ(OL, E) + χ(OL,OL).
Using the exact sequences as in the previous arguments it is straightforward to compute
χ(E ,OL) = 1 and χ(OL, E) = 3 In order to compute χ(OL,OL) apply Hom(OL,−) to the
exact sequence
0→ OS(−H − F )→ OS(−H)⊕OS(−F )→ OS → OL → 0.
Thus we have χ(OL,OL) = χ(OL,OS) − χ(OL,OS(−H) ⊕ OS(−F )) = 0. In particular
χ(Eφ, Eφ) = χ(E,E)− 4 and
dimExt1(Eφ, Eφ) = dimExt
1(E , E) + 4.
Moreover Eφ ⊗ OL′ ∼= OP1 ⊕ OP1(−1) for every line L
′ non intersecting L. But every line
which does not lie in the same fiber as L is disjoint from L, and since having this splitting
type is an open property, then Eφ ⊗OL ∼= OP1 ⊕OP1(−1) for the generic line in |HF |.
Step 2: Deforming Eφ to a locally free sheaf.
Let us take F a deformation of Eφ and L′ a deformation of L. We want to show that F
is a locally free sheaf, thus it is an instanton bundle.
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The strategy is to show that if F is not locally free then it would sit in a short exact
sequence of the form
(5.2) 0→ F → E ′ → OL′ → 0,
where E ′ is a deformation of E . But this is not possible since F lies in a component of the
moduli space of dimension dimExt1(E , E)+ 4, but the vector bundles lying in (5.2) describe
a family of dimension dimExt1(E , E) + 2, thus F must be locally free.
Suppose therefore that F is not locally free and consider the natural bidual sequence
(5.3) 0→ F → F∨∨ → OT → 0
Let us denote by Y the support of T . Since we supposed F not locally free, we have that
Y 6= ∅. Furthermore T is supported in codimension at least two. We say that Y has pure
dimension one.
In fact twisting (5.3) by OS(−H) we observe that if H0(S,F∨∨(−H)) 6= 0 then a nonzero
global section of F∨∨ will induce via pull-back a subsheaf K of F with c1(K) = h, which
is not possible since F is stable. So we have H0(S,F∨∨(−H)) ∼= H1(S,F(−H)) = 0
which implies H0(S, T (−H)) = 0. In particular Y has no embedded points, i.e. is pure of
dimension one. We want to show that Y is actually a line.
Let H be a general hyperplane section which does not intersect the points where F∨∨
is not locally free. Tensor (5.1) by OH . Since H is general the sequence remains exact
and OL∩H is supported at one point, which represent the point where Eφ ⊗ OH fails to
be reflexive (in this case also locally free). F is a deformation of Eφ and because of the
choice of H , restricting (5.3) to H does not affect the exactness of the short exact sequence.
Moreover TH is supported on points where FH is not reflexive. Since being reflexive is an
open condition, by semicontinuity TH is supported at most at one point. But Y cannot be
empty and is purely one dimensional, thus Y ∩H consists of one point and Y must be a line
L. Furthermore by semicontinuity T is of generic rank one and we have c2(T )H = −1 (see
[21, Example 15.3.1]).
Now choose t << 0. By Serre’s vanishing and taking the cohomology of (5.3) we have
that h1(Y, T (tH)) ≤ h2(S,F(tH)). Observe that d = c3(F∨∨) and c2(T ) are invariant for
twists. By computing the Chern classes using (5.3) we have c3(T ) = d and
c3(T (tH)) = d− c2(T )c1(F(tH)) = d− c2(T )
(
(2t− 1)H + (d− 2)F
)
.
By Riemann-Roch we have χ(T (tH)) = 12d+ (t+ 1), thus
−
1
2
d− (t+ 1) = h1(Y, T (th)) ≤ h2(S,F(tH)) ≤ −(t+ 1)
and in particular d ≤ 0. However d = c3(F∨∨) and d ≥ 0 since F∨∨ is reflexive, thus we
must have d = 0. This implies that F∨∨ is locally free. Moreover c2(T ) = −HF , so we
get c2(F∨∨) = aH2 + (b+ 1)HF , which implies that F∨∨ has the same Chern classes as E .
Therefore, F∨∨ is a flat deformation of E and it is also stable, so F∨∨ lies in a neighborhood
of E in MS(2, c1(E), c2(E)).
By applying Construction 5.2 to the unique µ-stable rank two (twisted) Ulrich bundle
ΩS|P1(H − F ) we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.3. Let S = S(a0, a1, a2) be a rational normal scroll of degree c. Then for every
α ≥ 1− c there exists a µ-stable instanton bundle E with c2(E) = H2 + αHF such that
Ext1X(E , E) = 6(c− 1 + α), Ext
2
X(E , E) = Ext
3
X(E , E) = 0
and such that E is generically trivial on lines.
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In particular there exists, inside the moduli space MI(H2+αHF ) of instanton bundles with
c2(E) = H
2 +αHF , a generically smooth, irreducible component of dimension 6(c− 1+α).
Proof. The only thing left to compute is the dimension of Ext1X(E , E). It follows directly
from Riemann-Roch recalling that c1(E ⊗ E∨) = c3(E ⊗ E∨) = 0 and c2(E ⊗ E∨) = 4c2(E)−
c21(E). 
Remark 5.4. Construction 5.2 it is a useful tool to show the existence of instanton bundles
of every charge by starting with a known one. In particular we are able to increase the degree
of the c2(E) by one at each step by increasing the coefficient of the class HF . However, as
we will see in the next sections, it could also allow us to prove the existence of instanton
bundle for a much larger set of values of c2(E) by starting Construction 5.2 with instanton
bundle for which the H2 term in the second Chern class has coefficient arbitrarly high.
6. The case a0 = a1
In this section we consider rational normal scrolls S(a0, a1, a2) of the form S(a, a, b) with
a ≤ b and 2a+ b = c. In this cases S(a, a, b) ∼= P(OP1(a)⊕OP1(a)⊕OP1(b))→ P
1.
Let us consider the subbundle OP1(a) ⊕ OP1(a) ⊂ OP1(a) ⊕ OP1(a) ⊕ OP1(b). Then
Q ∼= P(OP1(a)⊕OP1(a)) is naturally a subvariety of S(a, a, b) which is isomorphic to P
1×P1.
By [17, Proposition 9.13] the class of Q inside A1(S) is given by H − bF and NQ|S ∼=
OS(H − bF )|Q .
Q is isomorphic to P(OP1 ⊕ OP1) embedded via C0 + af where C0 and f represent the
two rulings of Q. In particular C0 is a rational normal curve represented in A
2(S) by the
class H2 − (a + b)HF . Let us denote by Γ(S) the Hilbert scheme of such curves. Notice
that Γ(S) is isomorphic to P1 since |C0| represents one of the two rulings of Q.
These curves will be the main characters in the construction of instantons. Let us recall
the Serre’s correspondence between two-codimensional subschemes of S and rank two vector
bundles supported on S itself.
Proposition 6.1. Let X be a projective variety and let Z ⊆ X be a local complete intersec-
tion subscheme of codimension 2. If det(NZ|X) ∼= OZ ⊗ L for some L ∈ Pic(S) such that
h2(X,L∨) = 0, then there exists a vector bundle F of rank two on X such that:
(i) det(F ) ∼= L;
(ii) F has a section s such that Z coincides with the zero locus (s)0 of s.
Moreover, if H1(X,L∨) = 0, the above two conditions determine F up to isomorphism.
Proof. See [4]. 
Let us begin by showing how the curves H2− (a+ b)HF are related to the unique stable
rank two Ulrich bundle on S, namely ΩS|P1(2H − F ).
Lemma 6.2. ΩS|P1(2H − (a + b)F ) has a section vanishing in pure codimension two over
a rational normal curve in the class H2 − (a+ b)HF .
Proof. From sequence (3.2) tensored by OS(−(a + b − 1)F )) we obtain h0(S,ΩS|P1(2H −
(a+ b)F )) = 1. Take a generic section s ∈ H0(S,ΩS|P1(2H − (a+ b)F )), and let us denote
by Y = (s)0 locus where s vanishes. Observe that Y has pure codimension two because
H0(S,ΩS|P1(2H − (a + b)F ) ⊗OS(D)) = 0 for any effective divisor D. Thus we have that
ΩS|P1(2H − (a+ b)F ) fits in the short exact sequence
0→ OS → ΩS|P1(2H − (a+ b)F )→ IY (H − bF )→ 0.
To compute the class of Y it is enough to compute c2(ΩS|P1(2H − bF )). 
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Now we inductively construct instanton bundles starting from the (twisted) Ulrich bundle
ΩS|P1(H − F ).
Construction 6.3. Let us consider C1, C2, . . . , Cα disjoint rational normal curves from the
familyH2−(a+b)HF . First of all observe that we can choose such curves so that they are all
pairwise disjoint, since they are curves in one of the ruling of P(OP1(a)⊕OP1(a)) ⊂ S(a, a, b).
Let us denote by Y the one-dimensional scheme
(6.1) Y =
α⋃
j=i
Ci
We claim that that detNY/S ∼= OS(H− (a+b)F )⊗OY . We can verify such an isomorphism
component by component. As a consequence of Lemma 6.2 we have thatNCi|S
∼= ΩS|P1(2H−
(a+b)F )⊗OCi, thus restricting (3.2) to Ci we obtainNCi|S
∼= OP1(a−b)⊕OP1. In particular
detNCi/S ⊗OCi
∼= OS(H − bF )⊗OCi .
i.e. the determinant of the normal bundle of Y is extendable on S. Since hi(S,OS(−H +
bF )) = 0 for all i, it follows from Proposition 6.1 that there exists a unique vector bundle (up
to isomorphism) F on S with a section s vanishing exactly along Y and with c1(F) = H−bF
and c2(F) = Y . Thus E = F(−H + (a + b − 1)F ) has c1(E) = −H + (c − 2)F and
c2(E) = αH2 − (α(a + b) + a− 1)HF and it fits into
(6.2) 0→ OX(−H + (a+ b− 1)F )→ E → IY |S
(
(a− 1)F
)
→ 0.
Proposition 6.4. Let E be a vector bundle with c1(E) = −H + (c − 2)F , c2(E) = αH2 −
(α(a + b) + a − 1)HF with α ≥ 1. Suppose E(H − (a + b − 1)F ) has a section vanishing
along Y as in Construction 6.3, i.e. E fits into
(6.3) 0→ OS(−H + (a+ b− 1)F )→ E → IY |S
(
(a− 1)F
)
→ 0.
Then E is a µ-stable instanton bundle with charge k = a(α − 1) + 1 such that EL ∼= OP1 ⊕
OP1(−1) for the generic line L in the fibers.
Proof. First we check that E has no sections. Indeed taking the cohomology of (7.6) we
obtain H0(S, E) ∼= H0(Y, IY |S
(
(a− 1)F
)
). However Y is not contained in any surface in the
class (a − 1)F . Indeed Y consists of disjoint union of rational normal curves intersecting
transversely each fiber F . But the surface (a−1)F must be the disjoint union of a−1 fibers.
Thus Y 6⊂ (a− 1)F and H0(Y, IY ((a− 1)F )) = 0.
Now we prove that E satisfies the instantonic condition. If we tensor (6.2) by OS(−H)
we obtain Hi(S, E(−H)) ∼= Hi(Y, IY |S
(
−H + (a− 1)F
)
) = 0 for all i.
To prove the µ-semistability and the behaviour of E when restricted to lines in the family
HF we proceed by induction on α.
If α = 1 then by Lemma 6.2 the vector bundle E is a twist of the rank two Ulrich bundle
ΩS|P1(2H − F ), which is µ-stable (see [3]). Now suppose that for α = t Construction 6.3
yields a µ-stable bundle and we prove it for α = t + 1. Now let Y ′ =
⋃t
i=1 Ci, so that
Y = Y ′∪Ct+1 where Ci are rational normal curves in the class H2−(a+b)HF and they are
pairwise disjoint. Let us denote by E ′ the vector bundle associated to Y ′ via Construction
6.3. Thus we have the two natural short exact sequences
0→ OY ′ → OY → OCt+1 → 0(6.4)
0→ IY |S → IY ′|S → OCt+1 → 0.(6.5)
In particular there exists a surjective map φ
IY ′|S
(
(a− 1)F
) φ
−→ OCt+1
(
(a− 1)F
)
→ 0.
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Now let us compose this map with the surjective map in (6.2)
(6.6) E ′
ψ
−→ IY ′|S
(
(a− 1)F
) φ
−→ OCt+1
(
(a− 1)F
)
→ 0.
Since both φ and ψ are surjective by the Snake’s lemma we have a short exact sequence
0→ kerψ → ker(φψ)→ kerφ→ 0,
which becomes
(6.7) 0→ OS(−H + (a+ b− 1)F )→ ker(φψ)→ IY |S
(
(a− 1)F
)
→ 0.
In particular E = ker(φψ) is the unique vector bundle associated to Y via Construction 6.3.
Thus we have the following exact sequence
(6.8) 0 −→ E −→ E ′
φψ
−−→ OCt+1
(
(a− 1)F
)
−→ 0.
If there exists a line bundle destabilizing E , it would also destibilize E ′ but this is not
possible since E ′ is µ-stable by inductive hypothesis, thus E is µ-stable. Moreover, suppose
by induction on α that E ′⊗OL ∼= OP1⊕OP1(−1) for the generic line L ∈ |HF |. We checked
the case α = 1 in Construction 5.2. Since every curve Cj intersects the fiber trasversally, it
si possible to choose L′ ∈ |HF | such that L′ ∩ Y = ∅. For such line, restricting (6.8) to L′
we obtain E ⊗ OL′ ∼= OP1 ⊕ OP1(−1), but having this splitting type is an open condition,
thus it must hold for the generic line. 
In the next Proposition we show that in the special case b ≤ a + 1 we have a nice
description of the component of the moduli space of µ-stable bundles where such bundles
sit.
Proposition 6.5. Let S = S(a, a, b) be a rational normal scroll with b ≤ a + 1. For each
α ≥ 1 there exists an irreducible component
MI 0S
(
αH2 − (α(a+ b) + a− 1)HF
)
⊆ MIS
(
αH2 − (α(a + b) + a− 1)HF
)
which is generically smooth of dimension 2c − 10 − 2KSc2(E) and containing all points
corresponding to the bundles obtained in Proposition 6.4
Proof. Let us begin by computing Exti(E , E). Since E is µ-stable, it is simple. Hence we
have Ext3(E , E) = 0 and Hom(E , E) ∼= C. Now we show Ext2(E , E) = 0. Take the short
exact sequence (6.2) and tensor it by E∨ ∼= E(H − (2a+ b − 2)F ). Now taking cohomology
we have
H2(S, E((1 − a)F ))→ Ext2X(E , E)→ H
2(S, E ⊗ IY |X(H − (a+ b− 1)F )).
We show that both H2(S, E((1 − a)F )) and H2(S, E ⊗ IY |X(H − (a + b − 1)F )) are zero.
Take the cohomology of the short exact sequence (6.2) tensorized by OS((1 − a)F ). We
obtain H2(S, E((1 − a)F )) ∼= H2(S, IY |S) ∼= H
1(Y,OY ) ∼= 0 because Y is the disjoint union
of smooth rational curves. It remains to show that H2(S, E ⊗ IY |X(H − (a+ b− 1)F )) ∼= 0.
In order to do so let us take the short exact sequence (6.2) and tensorize it by OS(H−(a+
b− 1)F ). Taking cohomology we obtain h2(S, E(H − (a+ b− 1)F )) = h2(X, IY |S(H − bF )).
Now if we tensorize the short exact sequence
(6.9) 0→ IY |S → OS → OY → 0
by OS(H − bF ) and we take cohomology we have h2(X, IY |S(H − bF )) = h
1(Y,OX(H −
bF ) ⊗ OY ) = 0 since OS(H − bF ) restricts to each component of Y to a degree a − b line
bundle. By hypothesis a − b ≥ 1, thus we have h2(S, E(H − (a + b − 1)F ) = 0. Now if we
take the cohomology of (6.9) tensorized by E(H − (a+ b− 1)F ) we have
h2(S, E(H − (a+ b− 1)F )⊗ IY |S) ≤ h
1(Y, E(H − (a+ b− 1)F ⊗OY ).
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But now using the fact that E(H − (a+ b− 1)F ⊗OY ∼= NY/S ∼= OP1(a− b)⊕OP1 we have
h1(Y, E(H − (a+ b− 1)F ⊗OY )) = 0 and thus h2(X, E(H − (a+ b− 1)F )⊗ IY |S). Finally
we obtain Ext2X(E , E) = 0 and the assertion on the dimension of Ext
1
X(E , E) follows from
Riemann-Roch, since E is simple and χ(E ⊗ E∨) = 2KSc2(E)− 2c+ 10.
The schemes as in (6.1) represent points in a non-empty open subset U ⊂ Γ×α(S).The
latter product is a product of irreducible varieties, thus it is irreducible. It follows that U is
irreducible as well.
Since the vector bundle E in Sequence (6.2) is uniquely determined by the scheme Y , we
obtain in this way a flat family of bundles containing all the bundles obtained via Proposition
6.4 and parameterized by U . Thus all the vector bundles constructed via Construction 6.3
lie in the same component MI0S(c2(E)) ⊆ MIS(c2(E)). 
Combining Construction 5.2 and Proposition 6.4 we are finally able to prove the following
theorem
Theorem 6.6. Let S = S(a, a, b) be a rational normal scroll with b ≤ a + 1. Then for
any k1 ≥ 0 and k2 ≥ 1 − ck1 + a(k1 − 1) there exists a µ-stable instanton bundle with
c2(E) = k1H2 + k2HF which is generically trivial on lines in the fibers and such that
Ext1X(E , E) = 2 (c− 5 + 2k1(c+ 1) + 3k2) , Ext
2
X(E , E) = Ext
3
X(E , E) = 0.
In particular there exists, inside the moduli space MI(k1H
2 + k2HF ) of instanton bun-
dles with c2(E) = k1H2 + k2HF , a generically smooth, irreducible component of dimension
2 (c− 5 + 2k1(c+ 1) + 3k2).
Proof. Observe that the bundles whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 6.4 satisfy
all the starting hypothesis of Construction 5.2. Thus the theorem follows by combining
Proposition 6.4 and Construction 5.2. 
7. Some cases with a0 < a1
In this section we deal with the existence of instanton bundles on S = S(a0, a1, a2) where
a0 < a1 and a0+a1+a2 = c. In this section we will prove the existence of instanton bundles
on S, given some conditions on the invariants ai’s. Let us start by describing the general
hyperplane section of S. We will first recall the following definition.
Definition 7.1. [9, Definition 2.1] The index of relative balance of a three-dimensional
scroll S(a0, a1, a2) denoted r(S) is given by
r(S) = min
{
k ∈ N : (3− k)a3−k ≤
3∑
i=k
a3−i
}
.
Thus we are able to describe the general hyperplane section of S.
Theorem 7.2. [9, Theorem 2.4] Let S = S(a0, a1, a2) be a 3-dimensional rational normal
scroll with index of relative balance r(S) = r. Then a general hyperplane section of S is a
2-dimensional scroll with invariants b0 ≤ b1 satisfying
b0 + b1 = a0 + a1 + a2 = c
and the following conditions:
• b2−r ≤ b0 + 1.
• b2−i = a3−i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
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Let us explicitely describe the possible different cases. By Definition 7.1 it is clear that
r(S) ≤ 2 because a1 ≤ a1 + a0. Indeed, in our case, r(S) is either 1 or 2, i.e.
(7.1) r(S) =
{
1 if a2 ≤ a0 + a1,
2 if a2 > a0 + a1.
In particular by Theorem 7.2 if r(S) = 1 then we have that the general hyperplane section
H of S is isomorphic to S(b0, b1) with b0 ≤ b1 ≤ b0 + 1, i.e.
(7.2) H =
{
S(b0, b0) if c is even,
S(b0, b0 + 1) if c is odd.
From now on we will focus on rational normal scrolls of even degree and with r(S) = 1. In
this case the general hyperplane section H is isomorphic to Q = P(OP1 ⊕OP1) embedded as
a scroll via C0 + b0f , where as usual C0 and f represent the elements in the two rulings of
Q with the relations C20 = f
2 = 0 and C0f = 1. The curve C0 is a rational normal curve
of degree b0 and its class in A
2(S) is represented by H2 − b0HF . Moreover we have the
following exact sequence
(7.3) 0→ OS(−2H + b0F )→ OS(−H)⊕OS(−H + b0F )→ OS → OC0 → 0,
from which we obtain NC0|S
∼= OP1(b0)⊕OP1 .
Construction 7.3. Let us consider D1, D2, . . . , Dα disjoint rational normal curves from
the family H2 − b0HF . First of all observe that we can choose such curves so that they are
all pairwise disjoint, since they are curves in one of the ruling of P(OP1(b0)⊕OP1(b0)) ⊂ S.
Let us denote by Y the one-dimensional scheme
(7.4) Y =
α⋃
j=i
Di
We claim that that detNY/S ∼= OS(H)⊗OY . We can verify such an isomorphism component
by component. We have that NDi|S
∼= OP1(b0)⊕OP1 . In particular
detNCi/S ⊗OCi
∼= OS(H)⊗OCi .
i.e. the determinant of the normal bundle of Y is extendable on S. Since hi(S,OS(−H)) = 0
for all i, it follows from Proposition 6.1 that there exists a unique (up to isomorphism)
vector bundle F on S with a section s vanishing exactly along Y and with c1(F) = H
and c2(F) = Y . Thus E = F(−H + (b0 − 1)F ) has c1(E) = −H + (c − 2)F and c2(E) =
αH2 − (b0(α+ 1)− 1)HF and it fits into
(7.5) 0→ OS (−H + (b0 − 1)F )→ E → IY |S ((b0 − 1)F )→ 0.
Proposition 7.4. Let E be a vector bundle on S(a0, a1, a2) with a0 + a1 + a2 = 2b0 and
a2 < a0 + a1 with Chern classes c1(E) = −H + (c− 2)F , c2(E) = αH2 − (b0(α+1)− 1)HF
with α ≥ 1. If E(H − (b0 − 1)F ) has a section vanishing along Y as in Construction 7.3,
i.e. E fits into
(7.6) 0→ OS (−H + (b0 − 1)F )→ E → IY |S ((b0 − 1)F )→ 0,
then E is a µ-stable instanton bundle with charge k = b0(α − 1) + 1, such that EL ∼= OP1 ⊕
OP1(−1) for the generic line L in the fibers.
Proof. By Construction 7.3 we have c1(E) = −H + (c − 2)F and c2(E) = αH2 − (b0(α +
1)− 1)HF .
First we check that E has no section. Indeed taking the cohomology of (7.6) we obtain
H0(S, E) = H0(Y, IY |S
(
(b0 − 1)F
)
). However Y is not contained in any surface in the
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class (b0 − 1)F . Indeed any Dj intersect each fiber in one point, so Y 6⊂ (b0 − 1)F and
H0(Y, IY ((b0 − 1)F )) = 0.
Now we prove that E satisfies the instantonic condition. If we tensor (7.6) by OX(−H)
we obtain Hi(S, E(−H)) = Hi(Y, IY |S
(
−H + (b0 − 1)F
)
) = 0 for all i.
The next step is to prove the µ-stability, and in order to do so we will use Proposition
3.4. Let D = γH + βF be a divisor on S such that 2γb0 + β ≤ 1. We want to show
that H0(S, E(D)) = 0. Let us begin by tensoring (7.6) by OS(D). Now we show that
H0(S,OS
(
(γ − 1)H + (b0 + β − 1)F )
)
= 0 if 2γb0 + β ≤ 1.
It is clear that when γ < 1 this group vanishes by Lemma 3.1. Now suppose γ ≥
1. By Lemma 3.1 we have H0(S, (OS
(
(γ − 1)H + (b0 + β − 1)F
)
)) = 0 if and only if
a2(γ−1)+b0+β−1 < 0. But β ≤ 1−2γb0, thus a2(γ−1)+b0+β−1 ≤ (γ−1)(a2−2b0)−b0 < 0
and H0(S,OS
(
(γ − 1)H + (b0 + β − 1)F
)
) = 0.
Now we show that H0(Y, IY (γH + (b0 − 1 + β)F )) = 0. In order to do so we tensor
0→ IY → OS → OY → 0
by OS(γH+(b0− 1+β)F ) and consider the long exact sequence induced in cohomology. In
particularH0(Y, IY (γH+(b0−1+β)F )) ≤ H0(S,OS(γH+(b0−1+β)F )) and by Lemma 3.1
the latter vanishes for γ < 0. Now suppose γ = 0. In this case H0(Y, S, IY ((b0−1+β)F )) =
0, since Y is not contained in any surface in the class (b0 − 1 + β)F . It remains to consider
the case γ > 0. In this cases, by Lemma 3.1, H0(OS(γH +(b0− 1+β)F )) = 0 if and only if
γa2+ b0− 1+β < 0. We have β ≤ 1− 2γb0 thus γa2+ b0− 1+β ≤ γa2+ b0− 1+1− 2γb0 =
γ(a2−2b0)+b0 = γ(a2−c)+
c
2 . Recall by hypothesis that a2 <
c
2 thus γ(a2−c)+
c
2 < 0 and
H0(Y, IY (γH +(b0− 1+ β)F )) = 0. Finally we have H0(S, E(γH + βF )) = 0 if γc+ β ≤ 1,
thus E is stable.
To conclude this proof we show that EL ∼= OP1 ⊕ OP1(−1) for the generic line L in the
fibers. Indeed let us consider a fiber F and tensor (7.6) by OF . Taking the long exact
sequence in cohomology we get
h0(F, E ⊗ OF ) ≤ h
0(F,OF (−1)) + h
0(F, IY ∩F |F ).
But h0(F,OF (−1)) = 0 since F is isomorphic to P2. Moreover each component of Y intersect
transversely each fiber F , thus Y ∩ F 6= ∅ and h0(F, IY ∩F |F ) = 0. In particular we have
h0(F, E ⊗OF ) = 0. E ⊗OF is a normalized rank two vector bundle on P2 , i.e. c1(E ⊗OF ) =
−1, which has no section, thus it is stable. By Grauert-Mu¨lich Theorem E⊗OF is isomorphic
to OP1 ⊕OP1(−1) when restricted to the generic line in the fibers. 
In the following proposition we study the component of the moduli space of µ-stable
bundle containing the vector bundles which existence is guaranteed by Proposition 7.4.
Proposition 7.5. Let E be a vector bundle on S(a0, a1, a2) with a0 + a1 + a2 = 2b0 and
a2 < a0 + a1 with Chern classes c1(E) = −H + (c− 2)F , c2(E) = αH2 − (b0(α+1)− 1)HF
with α ≥ 1. For each α ≥ 1 there exists an irreducible component
MI 0S
(
αH2 − (b0(α + 1)− 1)HF
)
⊆ MIS
(
αH2 − (b0(α + 1)− 1)HF
)
which is generically smooth of dimension 2c − 10 − 2KSc2(E) and containing all points
corresponding to the bundles obtained in Proposition 7.4
Proof. We omit the proof of this proposition because the strategy is analougous to the one
of Proposition 6.5. 
Combining Construction 5.2 and Proposition 7.4 we are finally able to prove the following
theorem
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Theorem 7.6. Let S = S(a0, a1, a2) be a rational normal scroll of even degree with a0+a1 >
a2. Then for any k1 ≥ 0 and k2 ≥ 1 − ck1 + b0(k1 + 1) there exists a µ-stable instanton
bundle with c2(E) = k1H2+k2HF which is generically trivial on lines in the fibers and such
that
Ext1X(E , E) = 2 (c− 5 + 2k1(c+ 1) + 3k2) , Ext
2
X(E , E) = Ext
3
X(E , E) = 0.
In particular there exists, inside the moduli space MI(k1H
2 + k2HF ) of instanton bun-
dles with c2(E) = k1H2 + k2HF , a generically smooth, irreducible component of dimension
2 (c− 5 + 2k1(c+ 1) + 3k2).
Proof. Observe that the bundles whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 7.4 satisfy
all the starting hypothesis of Construction 5.2. Thus the theorem follows by combining
Proposition 7.4 and Construction 5.2. 
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